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Abstract

The cardiac electrical activity conforms a complex sys-

tem, for which nonlinear signal-processing is required to

characterize it properly. In this context, an analysis in

terms of singularity exponents is shown to provide compact

and meaningful descriptors of the structure and dynam-

ics. In particular, singularity components reconstruct the

epicardial electric potential maps of human atria, inverse-

mapped from surface potentials; such approach describe

sinus-rhythm dynamics as well as atrial flutter and atrial

fibrillation. We present several example cases in which the

key descriptors in the form of fast-slow dynamics point at

the arrhythmogenic areas in the atria.

1. Introduction

Specific nonlinear analysis methods are required to

properly tackle the dynamics of the electrical activity of the

human heart. Complex synchronization processes between

pacemaker cells, conduction inhomogeneities and chaotic

nonlinear amplification of fluctuations challenge descrip-

tional efforts, especially those of forecasting value [1–4].

This is particularly crucial in complex arrhythmic

regimes or at any level where linearizations deviate sig-

nificantly from the described phenomena. In a context of

noninvasive mapping of the epicardial potential, singular-

ity analysis becomes an appropriate processing methodol-

ogy that can provide robust and accurate characterizations

of dynamical transition fronts [5–7].

In this work, we derive from first principles an effective

cardiodynamical description where singularity exponents

sift a simple fast dynamics from its slow modulation [8,9].

We characterize singularity transitions in epicardial poten-

tial maps from patients with atrial flutter and atrial fibrilla-

tion.

Such local transition analysis could eventually be incor-

porated to the inverse-problem regularization and improve

information on anomalous activity areas to e.g., support

diagnosis or guide catheter ablation procedures.

Atrial fibrillation (AF), the most common form of car-

diac arrhythmia, consists in the chaotic operation, elec-

trical activation and pumping of the atria. In some cir-

cumstances, it can induce life-threatening complications

such as inducing a heart failure or forming blood clots that

lead to stroke. In cases where medication is impossible

or ineffective, a successful treatment consists in radiofre-

quency ablation of the endocardial tissue to ease an ap-

propriate electrical conduction. In case of paroxysmal AF,

Haı̈ssaguerre et al. have shown [10] that for 80 % of pa-

tients, electrical insulation of the pulmonary veins allows

the patient to regain a normal heart rhythm [11–17], but in

persistent or permanent AF, the location of pathogen areas

remains difficult and is still an open problem.

The paper is structured as follows: the next Section in-

troduces the methods used for the signal processing. In

Section 3 we present how in terms of signal reconstruction

we are able to naturally define a way to sift a simple fast

dynamics from a slow dynamical modulation over it. This

is shown to provide meaningful descriptors of the analyzed

cases of atrial arrhythmias. Finally, in Section 4 we draw

the conclusions of our work.

2. Singularity analysis methods

The singularity degree of a point in a signal is concep-

tually linked to how rare or unreconstructible is the value

at that point from the rest of the signal. A reconstruction

kernel that is deterministic, linear, isotropic and transla-

tional invariant is uniquely defined and its form implies



locally evaluated singularities and thus no need to assume

any kind of stationarity [6, 18, 19].

Basically, given a signal s(x), we will say it has a singu-

larity exponent h(x) when the following equation holds:

TΨµ(x, r) = αΨ(x)r
h(x)+o

(

rh(x)
)

(r → 0) (1)

where TΨµ(x, r) =
∫

R
dµ(x′)Ψ ((x− x

′)/r) is the

wavelet projection of the measure µ at point x (spatial

or temporal) and scale r, dµ(x) = ‖∇s‖(x) dx is the

gradient-modulus measure and Ψ is a certain kernel known

as mother wavelet.

2.1. Source field (SF)

As reported in [8, 9], the orientation of singularities de-

fines a fast and simple dynamics which, for the case of

heartbeat, is statistically compatible with a stochastic pro-

cess without memory. The key manifold of the signal driv-

ing its dynamics is called the oriented most-singular com-

ponent.

Reconstructing the signal by a reconstruction kernel

[6] only from that oriented manifold results in a reduced

signal, which follows the same behaviour (1) with the

same exponents but different prefactor α(x) and secondary

terms. The modulation factor linking the original with the

reduced signal defines a complex but slow dynamics called

source field (SF):

µs(A) =

∫

A

dµr(~x, t) SF (~x, t) (2)

where r refers to the reduced signal. This allows defin-

ing the SF as the Radon-Nikodym derivative between the

measure on the signal and that on the reduced signal,

SF (~x, t) =
dµs

dµr
(~x, t) (3)

3. Describing heart potential maps under

atrial flutter and atrial fibrillation

As a preliminary analysis, we have processed epicar-

dial electric potential signals for two patients who where

treated with radio-frequency ablation at the Haut-Leveque

hospital in Bordeaux. The recordings correspond to differ-

ences of electric potential between electrodes placed along

a vest on the surface of the thorax. Previous to the record-

ing, the heart geometry and its relative position to the elec-

trodes is acquired, in order to perform an inverse mapping

of the potential on the epicardial surface [20–22].

The two cases analyzed:

• P1: Male patient, 57 years old. First ablation for a com-

mon atrial flutter, consisting of counterclockwise reentry

around the tricuspid valve. Ablation of this area resolved

the arrhythmia.

• P2: Female patient, 73 years old. First ablation for a case

of persistent atrial fibrillation (recurrent episodes which

may last more than 7 days). At the beginning of the ab-

lation procedure, an average atrial fibrillation cycle length

of 200ms was measured on both left and right atrial ap-

pendages. A fragmented potential was found in posterior

inferior left atrium. Ablation in this region converted the

atrial fibrillation into atrial tachycardia. A second mapping

confirmed a counterclockwise flutter in the right atrium,

around the tricuspid valve.

The signal processed is the electric potential mapped on

the surface of the atria. This corresponds to 11 489 time

instances (1kHz sampling) each of a spatial map on a 1496-

point atrial grid for P1, and 18647 maps of 1636 points for

P2. Potential maps are reconstructed from inverting the

body surface maps (ecVue, CardioInsight, Cleveland OH)

[20]. In any case, we have canceled the QRS complexes as

detected on the body surface ECGs, since the ventricular

activity blinds a proper mapping on the atria; we have used

an algorithm based to that in [23], improved and adapted

to our case.

The robust and compact framework provided by the

singularity exponents and source field can give a proper

description while filtering spurious effects, in a model-

agnostic way that stays as close to the empirical data as

possible. The first step has been to validate that eq. (1)

is verified in both space and time for our signals. This

means that calculating singularity exponents makes sense

in that case; the approach had been validated for endocar-

dial potential [9] but only in the time domain. In the space

domain, the estimation is done by considering the relative

positions and orientations of the nearest neighbours.

The results are shown in Figure 1 for the case of atrial

flutter P1 and Figure 2 for the case of atrial fibrillation P2.

In both cases, the extreme values of singularity exponents

and source field highlight areas specifically related to the

arrhythmias. In case P1, the reentry around the valve is

traduced in less regular exponents and higher value of SF,

meaning larger modulation factor. The SF field changes

more abruptly in the reentry region, showing more specifi-

cally the problem area. In case P2, a complex atrial fibrilla-

tion, the exponents in the arrhythmogenic areas are larger

and the SF values are smaller, meaning a smaller modu-

lation factor and so a larger role of the orientational dy-

namics. In that complex behaviour, key areas actually take

opposite values to those of when there is a simple reentry.

The sharper transitions characterized as smaller singular-

ity exponents indicate the reentry area, but in the complex

fibrillation it is the more persistent areas that perturb the

normal operation. In a generic case, both extreme values

can be indicating an arrhythmogenic point in the tissue.

Consistently in both cases, the SF behaves more specif-



ically in the edges of the areas, and also consistently the

activations around the pulmonary veins have relatively

smaller SF values, indicating a larger influence of the ori-

entational dynamics [9] in them.

Figure 1. Median singularity exponent (top) and average

normalized SF value (bottom) of the epicardial electric po-

tential in a case of atrial flutter, patient P1. We show the

mapping on the atria and indicate the position of the valves

for reference. We observe a concentration of less regular

exponents and larger source field in the key area around

the tricuspid valve. The source field is more specific on

the flutter area, also ignoring the fluctuations that the ex-

ponents show on the anterior area. Error propagations in

the algorithms indicate a sigma around 0.03 for the expo-

nents and 0.1 for the SF.

4. Discussion and conclusions

A noninvasive map sequence of epicardial potential al-

lows evaluation of spatio-temporal singularity exponents

in that signal. While the regular low-variation areas are

more prone to be affected by masking artefacts of the in-

verse projections, the most singular points describing the

transitions are expected to be comparatively less perturbed.

This way spurious effects can be filtered out and working

on the singularity field can be more robust than on the po-

tential signal itself, while staying close to the physical data

and without imposing any model or unreasonable hypoth-

esis.

Moreover, introducing the source field SF that relates

the actual signal to that derived from a measure of its sin-

gularity orientation provides a sharper and more specific

descriptor of transitional dynamics. We have processed

maps under atrial flutter and atrial fibrillation conditions,

showing exponent and SF transitions connected to problem

areas on the anomalous atrial cardiac dynamics. Prospec-

tively, these transition descriptors could be used to help

Figure 2. Median singularity exponent (top) and average

SF value (bottom) of the epicardial electric potential in a

case of atrial fibrillation, patient P2. We show the mapping

on the atria and indicate the position of the valves for ref-

erence. Both fields highlight key fibrillation areas as the

pulmonary veins and the left posterior inferior area whose

ablation ended the fibrillation. The SF is more specific. Er-

ror propagations in the algorithms indicate a sigma around

0.03 for the exponents and 0.1 for the SF.

the regularization of the inverse mapping, also eventually

provide indicators of anomalous activity areas that help as

diagnosis or operation supports.
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